
Fig. 2. Future hydrogen production cost from sugars [Ref 2].

Ultimate Hydrogen Production Cost

Previous Work: High-Yield and High-Speed H2 Production
Glucose and xylose are two most abundant sugar components of

biomass. We designed the synthetic enzymatic pathway for co-utilization of
biomass sugars (Fig. 1). The experimental data clearly suggested that both
glucose and xylose from biomass were simultaneously converted to H2 with
a yield of two H2 per carbon, the maximum possible yield [Ref. 1].

To increase reaction rates and prolong enzyme lifetimes, we obtained
the first set of thermostable enzymes (Table 1). By elevating reaction
temperature and optimizing enzyme ratios based on kinetic modeling, we
increased hydrogen production to ~150 mmol H2/L/h, among the highest
biohydrogen production rates reported.
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Abstract
In vitro synthetic biosystems (IVSB) emerges as a new

biomanufacturing platform by the in vitro assembly of
numerous (stable) enzymes and/or (biomimetic) cofactors for
the implementation of complicated reactions. We
demonstrated the high-yield and high-speed hydrogen
production from biomass sugars (glucose and xylose) and
water by using IVSB [Ref. 1]. The stoichiometric reaction is
CH2O (sugar, L) + H2O (L) 2 H2 (g) + CO2 (g).

In the next two-year project supported by EERE, we will
demonstrate the enzymatic hydrogen production on a liter
scale and presents solid data to achieve the Fuel Cell
Technologies Office’s hydrogen production goal --
(distributed) hydrogen production at a cost of <$2/kg of
hydrogen. We have three objectives in this project: (1)
decreasing the production costs 1000-fold from $~10,000/kg
(current estimated level) to $~10/kg of hydrogen estimated by
using the H2A model by the end of the project; (2) increasing
the volumetric productivity five-fold from current levels of
~150 mmol H2/L/h to 750 mmol H2/L/h, and (3) scaling up in
vitro enzymatic hydrogen production 1000-fold from 1-mL to
1-L bioreactor.

Low-cost distributed green hydrogen could be produced
from evenly-distributed renewable carbohydrate sources and
carbohydrate would become a novel off-board or even on-
board hydrogen storage compound (> 8% wt/wt H2).
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Novel Biomanufacturing Platform: IVSB
IVSB, without the constraints of living microorganisms (e.g., energetics,
membrane, self-duplication), can implement complicated reactions that
microbes and chemical catalysts cannot do. This platform features
numerous advantages:
• high product yield without side pathways and cell mass synthesis,
• fast volumetric productivity without cell membrane,
• simple product separation from aqueous solution,
• easy access and control for an open system by optimizing enzyme

ratios,
• tolerance of toxic compounds without labile cell membrane & a few

sensitive enzymes,
• broad reaction conditions, and so on [Ref. 2].

Via it, we can implement a few reactions that microorganisms and
chemical catalysts cannot do before, for example, the highest yield
hydrogen from sugars (here), biotransformation of nonfood cellulose to
starch and ethanol without sugar losses (PNAS 2013, 110: 7182), and the
highest energy density biobattery (Nature Communications 2014:5:3026).

When enzyme building blocks are stable and biomimetic cofactor
replaces natural NAD(P), the biosystems could produce a number of
products at very low biomanufacturing costs. Sweet hydrogen production
cost is estimated to be as low as $2.00/kg H2 (see Fig. 2, Ref 2).
Furthermore, sugar could be a new hydrogen carrier, better than
methanol [Ref. 3].
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Table 1. Thermophilic enzymes used in sweet hydrogen production 
[Ref 1].

Fig. 1. In vitro synthetic pathway for co-utilization of biomass sugars 
(A) and nearly theoretical yield hydrogen production from pretreated 
biomass sample (B) and enhanced volumetric productivity (C) [1].
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Objectives Summary of Tasks and Key Objectives
1 – Decrease 
enzymatic 
hydrogen 
production cost 
1000-fold to $10/kg 
H2 estimated by 
using H2A model

Task 1.1 Co-expression of multiple enzymes in one host 
(i.e., 10-fold reduction in enzyme costs)

Task 1.2 Use of less-costly biomimics instead of NADP and 
coenzyme engineering 

Task 1.3  Discovery of high-stability and high-activity enzymes 
(i.e., to decrease enzyme use and prolong their life)

Task 1.4.  Detailed economic analysis of enzymatic H2
production

Key Objective: Production costs decreased by 1000-fold from 
$~10,000/kg of hydrogen

2 – Increase 
volumetric 
productivity five-
fold to 750 mmol 
H2/L/h

Task 2.1 Optimization of enzyme ratios by using modeling 
Task 2.2 Fitting of experimental data with model and 

validation of rate-limiting steps by experiments  
Task 2.      Task 2.3   Use of synthetic metabolons 
Key Objective: Volumetric productivity increased to 750 mmol 
H2/L/h

3 – Scale up 
1000-fold to liter-
level demonstration

Task 3.1 Mass enzyme production by high-density 
fermentation

Task 3.2 Mass production of hydrogenase
Task 3.3 Scale up for liter level demonstration
Key Objectives: Liter-level demonstration
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